Hagalis AG Lab Report – Summary of Test Results and Conclusions

•After treating with the Natural Acton Techologies Water Structuring Unit, there was a
distinctive change in the crystal structure in comparison with the neutral sample
•The neutral sample shows a lot of 90 degree angle structures, which are not seen in the case
of the structured Water. This means that any toxic substances were neutralized. Toxic
Substance / Toxin is anything harmful to life.
•In the structured water there are many more star-shaped 60 degree angle structures
demonstrating a similarity to a good to very good spring water quality
•The surface formation of the crystals has increased sharply in comparison with the neutral
sample, indicating a considerable increase in the bioavailability of minerals in the sample
•The structured sample is more suitable as a food product since it provides more trace
elements and minerals
•The structured water level of vitality has increased considerably
•The energy balance is higher and is considered to have a positive value showing a significant
surplus of energy
•The structured water can be considered to have a high-quality biological value
•The structured water exhibits hardly any compacted areas. Compacting indicates a tendency
for mineral depositing. The technical quality of the structured water is greatly improved.
•There are no cross-shaped, dense, angular structures to be seen in the entire picture, so it
can be assumed that the solubility of the minerals in the water is significantly increased. Larger
crystals can precipitate and block pipes. The smaller crystals have a higher surface formation
and are less prone to precipitation. This means that technical equipment operates perfectly
using this quality of water.
•The technical quality of the water has increased tremendously, while the risk of calcification
has been reduced to a minimum. This is a considerable advantage for consumers in terms of
maintenance and durability of their devices when using structured water.
•The structured water unit is not only able to neutralize negative effects, but can also
restructure the water, so that it obtains a significant natural positive quality.

